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Abstract: In present days of increasing software development environment sometimes it turns into challenging to mold the Product Lifecycle Management software as per requirement of clients. Most of the time user requires some simplified applications for its business solution and simplified process for their organization. To solve this problem client side customization is necessary means customize the client User Interface by using the Rich Architecture Customization and also used different Application Program Interface and Java language. Product Lifecycle Management is mainly concern about the data and through the Product Lifecycle Management we can integrate the data, people, processes and business systems. My aim is to import Legacy Data i.e. raw data present in form of physical files with different extensions to be imported in Teamcenter with same name of file to be given for Item Name, Revision Name and Dataset and I have also exported Workflow Inprocess Objects with Item ID, Item Name and Process Stage List i.e. Status from Teamcenter into MS Excel format. For this work I have used Teamcenter 12.0 along with Eclipse Photon tool, for client side customization. Data Exportation and Importation is an important activity in real-time implementation of Product Lifecycle Management which can be achieved through default functionality of PLM Teamcenter in xml format only. So, to export and import data according to client requirement in any format we have to use customization in PLM Teamcenter using API's provided by Siemens for client customization. By using the Eclipse plug-in project, I have made Swing Custom User Interface from that I can select file path in my computer where report is to be generated and by clicking export button data is exported in MS Excel format from Teamcenter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Product Lifecycle Management frameworks offer assistance organizations in adapting with the expanding complexity and designing challenges of creating unused items for the worldwide competitive markets. Product Lifecycle Management ought to be recognized from product life-cycle Management (marketing). PLM depicts the designing perspective of a product, from overseeing depictions and properties of a product through its improvement and valuable life; while, PLM alludes to the commercial administration of life of a product within the commerce showcase with regard to costs and deals measures. Product Lifecycle Management is the method of overseeing the whole lifecycle of a product from initiation, through designing plan and make, to benefit and transfer of made products and also PLM manages data from raw material to finished products [1]. Product Lifecycle Management integrates data, people, processes and business systems and provides a product
information backbone for companies and its enterprise. Product Lifecycle Management tool has wider scope and there are various types of Product Lifecycle Management tools that integrate the data according to company needs. Companies have decided which PLM software is better but now days Siemens PLM has covered 70% of global competitive markets [2]. Today’s point of view Teamcenter has covered 70% of the global market. There are lot of Product Lifecycle Management tools available in the market such as Siemens Teamcenter, PTC Windchill, Dassault ENOVIA, SAP PLM, Oracle Agile, Aras PLM, Arena PLM, Fuse PLM, Bamboo Rose, Autodesk Vault, Autodesk Fusion Lifecycle but Siemens Teamcenter is very popular among all of this due its flexibility and user friendly interface and also lot of Out of the Box (OTB) are available in the Teamcenter.

II. PLM CUSTOMIZATION

2.1 Need of PLM

Product Lifecycle Management can be utilized to build yield with consistent assets, to expand incomes or to diminish the assets used to deliver a steady yield. This all assists with improving the reality. Product Lifecycle Management encourages association to accomplish this through: Productivity upgrades, Improving advancement for new business objects (products), Decreased expenses, Increment efficiency, improved nature of business objects (products).

Integration of data is the need of global market also integrated data consumes the memory so market needs integrate data with least consumable memory. From that concern has discovered the concept of PLM and its tools.

2.2 Objective

This research work has developed the solution for exporting data in MS Excel format from Teamcenter where we can implement Product Lifecycle Management in any organization.

This work has main objective of Exporting Data from Teamcenter 12 by using Rich Client Customization means by using Client Side Customization.

2.3 Types of Customization

2.3.1 Client Side Customization

The client side customization can be performed by using programming language means Java and various wizards available in Teamcenter. This type of customization can be used for including new Application in Teamcenter, such as Menu bar, Toolbar, User Interface form on client side. By using this type of customization we can easily solve the customer requirement.
2.3.2 Server Side Customization

The server is being customized using Teamcenter API (Application program interface) called as Integrated Tool Kit (ITK), C++. Integrated Tool Kit (ITK) is a set of software tools which you can use to integrate third party or user-developed applications with Teamcenter and we can use this customization for server side issues.

2.4 Customization Tools

Customization in Teamcenter can be performed in different ways and we have seen below [3].

2.4.1 Non-programming Customization

Non-programming customization can be performed by using the wizards available in Teamcenter and making the entries in the registry files.

2.4.2 Programming Customization

Programming customization can be performed by using programming languages i.e. C, C++, Java. This can be classified into server side and client side customization. Client side is customized using Java language and server side is by using ITK.

2.4.3 ITK (Integration Tool Kit)

The Integration Toolkit (ITK) is a set of server-side software tools that you can use to integrate third-party or user-developed applications with Teamcenter. The ITK is a set of C and C++ functions used directly by Teamcenter and UNIGRAPHICS. The Integration Toolkit is a set of software tools that act as a programmatic interface to Teamcenter. It is the means by which both internal and external applications integrate with the Teamcenter. Internal applications are those supplied such as Unigraphics. External applications (third party) are those that you decide to integrate into Teamcenter.
2.4.4 Portal Customization

Portal customization is performed by using Java programming. This can be used to add the new application or customize the menu bar and toolbar within Teamcenter engineering application.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

For implementation of Product Lifecycle Management in an organization, the main concern is data so, we have to manage the data. Data export in other format rather than xml is the key phenomenon so I have exported data using Rich Application Client Customization. I have made custom dialog in Eclipse plug in project and names of the projects are `com.teamcenter.rac.legacydataimport` and `com.teamcenter.rac.inprocessobjects`. From that custom User Interface has created in Teamcenter 12. We can browse the path by automatically by the help custom User Interface.

3.1 Configuration of Eclipse IDE with Teamcenter

In this customization, projects are built for molding the Teamcenter software as per the business need and the client need. The steps required for configuration of Eclipse Photon IDE with Teamcenter are given below in Figure [4]. For the plug-in project, I have written the source code in core Java language and also used the swing concept for the designing the user interface. I have browsed the file path in my local computer and exported data of Custom Item and Released Objects in MS Excel Format as per client’s requirement.

![Fig-2: Configuration of Eclipse Photon with Teamcenter](image-url)
3.2 Steps of Execution

Fig-3: Steps for Execution of Projects

3.3 Document representation of how to execute Legacy Data Import

1. To create Eclipse based plug in project by using Eclipse Photon and write the code which is required for my data import activity. In that I have wrote the code for creating a file directory selection dialog upon client request using JSwing where client can select the directory where physical files are present.

Fig -4: Eclipse Photon IDE User Interface
Fig - 5: Eclipse Photon IDE Java Swing Code

Fig - 6: Eclipse Photon IDE Legacy Data Import Code
2. We have seen the Custom menu in Teamcenter and this menu has added in Teamcenter.

3. By clicking the Custom Menu, custom swing UI get opened and there are two buttons one is Browse and second is Import. By using browse button user can select the file directory where he can select the directory in which physical files are present.

4. After selecting the file directory when user clicks on Import button the files are imported into Teamcenter with same Item name, Revision name and Dataset name as physical file name.
5. For checking files are imported we have to search with respective Item ID’s of Items generated in console of Eclipse.

6. By this way we can import the data of files using Rich Client Customization in Teamcenter rather using traditional method and it will save time for us.
3.4 Document representation of how to execute Workflow Inprocess Objects

1. To create Eclipse based plug in project by using Eclipse Photon and write the code which is required for my data export activity. In that I have wrote the code for creating a file directory selection dialog upon client request using JSwing where client can select the directory where report is to be generated.

![Eclipse Code for Java Swing](image1)

![Eclipse Code for Workflow Inprocess Objects](image2)
2. We have seen the Custom menu in Teamcenter and this menu has added in Teamcenter.

3. By clicking the Custom Menu, custom swing UI get opened and there are two buttons one is Browse and second is Export. By using browse button user can select the file directory where he wish to generate report.
4. After selecting the file path when user clicks on Export button we have executed the default Query from Query Builder and by running this Query we got the list of Objects which are in process. Once Query is executed through code, the result is properly type cast and stored in array and data is written into MS Excel through Excel write program.

5. For checking file is created or not check the directory in which you have given the file path. By this way we can export the data of Workflow Inprocess Objects with Item ID, Item Name and Process Stage using Rich Client Customization in Teamcenter.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Result for Legacy Data Import

![Fig-17: Imported files data in Teamcenter](image)

As we have successfully compiled the code through Rich Client Customization, we have logged into Teamcenter and copied the Item ID’s generated into Eclipse console. As we can see in the above fig. the Item has been created with same name with Revision and Dataset and physical file has been successfully imported into Teamcenter as per client’s requirement. By this way I have carried this work successfully.

4.2 Result for Workflow Inprocess Objects

![Fig-18: Exported Item Data in MS Excel format with Item ID, Name and Process Stage](image)

As we have successfully compiled the code of Report Generation of Inprocess Objects, we have opened MS Excel to check whether the Released Objects Data with Item ID, Item Name and Process Stage have been exported or not. As we can see in the above fig. in first column Item ID’s, second column Item...
Name and third column Process Stage of Inprocess Objects have been successfully exported from Teamcenter as per client’s requirement. By this way I have carried this work successfully.
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